Christie Brio
Share more
Boardrooms
Conference rooms
Training rooms

The answer to better presentations and teamwork success
Make your meetings the hotspot for idea and information
sharing with the latest innovation in presentation and
multi-site meeting management. Successful, manageable
and enjoyable - it's possible with Christie®. With Christie
Brio, sharing up to five presentations with a group, whether
in the same office or across the country, is fast, secure and
trouble-free. With a few quick keystrokes on your computer
or handheld device you can share your audio, high-definition
video, whiteboards, and more with multiple people in
multiple locations achieving better decisions, faster.

Christie Brio is a presentation and collaboration solution
you will want to work with. Simply put, it removes technical
barriers and gets people connected quickly without any
additional software or dongles so you can leverage critical
knowledge faster and make more informed decisions for
your business.
In an environment that relies on more information, faster
decisions and better results, you want to have the best
technology on the market. Check out Christie Brio for
your next meeting collaboration and start sharing more.

Share and
collaborate
like never
before
More
productivity

Christie® Brio enables true multi-site
meeting collaboration and is as fast
and straightforward as making a
phone call – but provides a much
richer experience along with secure
login and identification. Whatever the
technology; Mac, PC or iPad, wired or
wireless, any information on a display or
whiteboard attached to a Christie Brio
node is shared with all the displays in the
same meeting. Regardless of participants'
geographic locations, everyone sees the
same information at the same time.

More
collaboration

More
options

	
Christie Brio enables quick, straightforward,
multi-site collaboration.

Christie Brio lets you share more.
True, real-time presentation sharing
from multiple locations.

Multi-site

Straightforward setup

Capable of connecting multiple sites
and multiple presentations, Christie® Brio
enables effortless meeting collaboration,
regardless of geographic location.

No hardware dongles to buy, break, or
lose. You’re up and running quickly and
ready to share.

Network

Whiteboard sharing

An interactive whiteboard allows
any participant to add to or edit a
drawing, providing a richer, more
collaborative experience.

Extend

Remove

More productivity

More collaboration

More options

One inconspicuous Christie® Brio node
will quickly and automatically arrange
multiple presentations on up to two
displays. No long set-up times, tangled
wires, or playing “pass the cable.”
Presentations maintain their proper
aspect ratios on both the device and
the meeting room display. Participants
do not need to upload presentations in
advance, install new software or device
drivers, and there are no hardware
dongles to buy, break, or lose.

Christie Brio makes intelligent decisions
possible in an efficient and cost effective
manner. Monologue meetings are a thing
of the past. Now everyone can add their
best thinking to the decision-making
process – in the same room or across
the country.

As meeting ideas come together,
participants can map a new solution or
highlight action points on the fly. Unique
to Christie Brio is its ability to share the
same whiteboard in real-time among
participants. Any touch-enabled display
attached to a node and connected
to an IP network can interact with the
whiteboard, allowing any participant to
add to or edit the combined drawing.

Content is mirrored on the displays using
standard secure wireless protocols and
applications that are either already built
into the device operating system or are
freely available. The Christie Brio user
interface is easy to use and requires
no additional training.

With Christie Brio you can share highquality content for more compelling
visuals. For displaying HD video sources
at their native resolutions, Christie Brio
supports two DVI-D inputs. These inputs
provide the best visual experience for
your participants.
Audio is streamed through the wireless
protocol or connected to Christie Brio
with standard jacks to feed output to the
meeting room sound system. Participants
aren’t straining to hear audio from tiny
laptop speakers, keeping them engaged.

Contributors can sketch a new drawing
with writing tools of various shapes
and colors and have the option to
upload external images. Whiteboard
drawings can be saved and distributed to
participants or recalled for later editing.
Christie Brio’s intuitive web user interface
provides additional source layouts, more
meeting management information, and
more user configurations.

In a fast-paced environment where
every decision counts, Christie® Brio
enables efficient meetings that bring
together all the critical information into
a single environment. Collaborative tools
and effortless communication mean
decision makers can quickly focus on
what matters most. With Christie Brio,
you just share more.

Christie Brio features at a glance
Chassis
Output
Inputs
Network
Encoding
Decoding
Power
Dimensions
MTBF
Regulatory

Warranty

1U form factor • Optional rack ears • Optional under table mount • Optional VESA “sandwich” mount
Supports up to two multi-touch HID (Human Interface Device) flat panel displays • 2 Dual-Link-DVI-D: Up to 2560 x 1600 pixels per output
(outputs may be adapted to DisplayPort or HDMI) • 2 analog 3.5mm stereo audio
• 2 DVI-D: Support for up to 2560 x 1600 pixels per input (wired connection) • 5 wireless inputs from 640 x 480 to 2560 x 1600 depending on protocol
• 2 analog 3.5mm stereo audio • Support for HDCP
• Gigabit Ethernet: 100/1000 Mbps Ethernet, RJ-45 connector • Support for IGMPv2, IPv4, IPv6, RTSP, SRTP, HTTP, TCP/IP
• 2 high-definition DVI inputs to L5 H.264 video streams @ 30Hz • 2 stereo audio streams • Support for variable bit rate
•
•

5 high-definition network video streams @ 30Hz • Up to 20 Mbps per video stream
Voltage range: 100-240VAC (auto-ranging power supply) • Current:4-2A (max) • Power consumption: 220W (max) • Dissipation: 750 BTU/hr (max)
• Size: (WxHxD) 17.40 x 1.74 x 9.5" (442 x 44 x 241mm) • Weight: 6.5lbs (2.95kg)
• >50,000 hours of major modules
• CAN/CSA C22.2 No. 60950-1 • UL 60950-1 • IEC 60950-1 emissions • FCC CFR47, Part 15, Subpart B, Class A – unintentional radiators
• CISPR 22/EN55022 Class A – information technology equipment immunity • CISPR 24/EN55024 EMC requirements – information technology
• Equipment environmental • Directives: (EC) 2011/65/EU (RoHS); 2012/19/EU (WEEE); Regulation (EC) No. 1907/2006 (REACH)
• Certification marks (check with Christie for latest update): cULus (Canada & US), CE (EU), CCC (China), GoST-R (Russia), KC (Korea), PSE (Japan),
• C-Tick (Australia & New Zealand)
• Limited two years parts and labor
•
•

Corporate offices

Worldwide offices

Christie Digital Systems USA, Inc
USA – Cypress
ph: 714 236 8610

Australia
ph: +61 (0) 7 3844 9514

France
ph: +33 (0) 1 41 21 44 04

Republic of South Africa
ph: +27 (0)11 510 0094

Brazil
ph: +55 (11) 2548 4753

Germany
ph: +49 2161 664540

Singapore
ph: +65 6877 8737

China (Beijing)
ph: +86 10 6561 0240

India
ph: +91 (080) 6708 9999

Spain
ph: +34 91 633 9990

Independent sales
consultant offices

China (Shanghai)
ph: +86 21 6278 7708

Japan (Tokyo)
ph: 81 3 3599 7481

United Arab Emirates
ph: +971 4 3206688

Italy
ph: +39 (0) 2 9902 1161

Eastern Europe and
Russian Federation
ph: +36 (0) 1 47 48 100

Korea (Seoul)
ph: +82 2 702 1601

United Kingdom
ph: +44 (0) 118 977 8000

Christie Digital Systems Canada Inc.
Canada – Kitchener
ph: 519 744 8005
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